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Meeting Minutes 

  
 BAT Meeting 

  
Wednesday, November 9, 2022 

8:00 A.M. – Zoom 

 
Lindsey Schmidt (Chair) 

High School Principal 

 

Christen Manari (Co-Chair) 

K-12 Instructional Technology Coach 

 

Present:  

Staff: Lindsey Schmidt, Christen Manari, Laurie Wade, Donna Gordner 

 

Parents: Eric Callahan, Katherine English, Kelly English, Misty Tennison, Steve 

Tomkins, David Vitale 

  

 Topics for Discussion: Parent Info on Student Information Systems, Feedback from  

Parents, ALICE Drill Discussion 

 

Discussions: 

 

1. Meeting opened at 8:00 A.M.; waiting to see if other parents that registered 

would join the Zoom meeting. 

2. Meeting began at 8:03 A.M. 

3. Ms. Schmidt started by thanking the parents in attendance for joining the 

meeting; she introduced the HHS staff in attendance; then asked the parent 

attendees to introduce themselves. 

4. Ms. Schmidt then shared the topics of discussion: Parent Info on Student 

Information Systems (Canvas & Synergy), feedback & ALICE Drill discussion.  

The floor was opened to Christen Manari for the Parent Info on Student 

Information Systems. 

5. Ms. Manari started by introducing herself and her role in the district as the 

Instructional Technology Coach. 

Derry Township School District 
Hershey High School 
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6. Ms. Manari then provided information on Canvas and how it supports our 

students as the common platform for grades 6-12. 

7. Ms. Manari provided the parents with a visual on an active parent (teacher) 

account on Canvas, to assist in parent navigation of the system. 

- There are two platforms that parents can access Canvas through; the first 

is via the DTSD website (recommended) or the Canvas app. 

- Parents are required to create a Canvas account and then go through the 

steps to obtain a pairing code (step by step instructions given). 

- Kristen then proceeded to go through the many aspects of Canvas and 

how to navigate the system. 

8. Ms. Schmidt opened the floor to questions. 

- Misty Tennison asked for one page in Canvas support; Ms. Manari 

emailed this to her. 

9. Ms. Schmidt then shared information on Synergy. 

- One of the new things that parents are able to do through Synergy, is to 

call off their student for Attendance. 

- Parents can download ParentVUE app through the App Store; you will be 

prompted to enter the zip code, to ensure that you are accessing DTSD.  

Parents can also access ParentVUE through the DTSD website. 

10. Ms. Schmidt opened the floor for questions on Canvas and Synergy. 

- David Vital noted that when he had tried to enter a tardy for one of his 

students, there wasn’t an option; however, he was able to enter an 

absence and then added a notation that it was actually a tardy. 

- Ms. Schmidt commented that there is an update coming from Synergy in 

the near future, so that a tardy can be entered. 

11. Ms. Schmidt noted that there was a parent comment in the Chat: Will there be   

 an honor roll this year? 

- Yes… we are anticipating grades being released on November 18th that 

will include the honor role. 

12. Eric Callahan said he just wanted to make a comment for the new parents, on 

how there is a lag in system with grading from the time something is assigned 

to when the teacher enters the grade; it may show a zero or incomplete in the 

system.   This sometimes creates confusion/frustration. 

13. Eric Callahan also asked about weekend notifications to students as well as 

student email/communications with teachers; what is the expectation. 

14. Ms. Schmidt commented that teachers are not contractually bound to respond to 

emails/communications outside of school hours; however, staff members are 

very conscientious of our students’ needs and make every effort to respond as 

soon as possible.  Likewise, when students get notifications over the weekend, 

we acknowledge that they also need some down time.  We also need to make 

sure that there are healthy boundaries on the part of both teachers and students. 
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- Also know that should you have any questions or concerns, especially 

regarding grades, please do not hesitate to contact your student’s teacher. 

15. Eric Callahan – responding to boundaries: from his own experience with his 

children; they become neurotic/stressed out about making sure that assignments 

are completed, especially over holiday breaks. 

16. Ms. Schmidt commented that the Student Council has been advocating for 

homework-free weekends, especially over holiday breaks; we are trying to find 

a balance. 

17. Ms. Schmidt then asked the parents if the communications from the 

Administration had been helpful.  Is the Word Doc okay or would you prefer to 

have it in a PDF format, or would you like to see it within the body of One Call 

Now message? 

- Steve Tomkins commented that the Word Doc is not useful and would  

prefer to receive it in the PDF format. 

18. Ms. Schmidt then transitioned into conversation regarding our ALICE Drills; 

the parent communications that sent through One Call Now this past Friday, 

had information about the ALICE’ Drill that we had on Monday 11/7, another 

One Call Now message was sent out Monday afternoon regarding the ALICE 

Drill that took place that day. 

- The drill was an Enhanced Lockdown – closing of blinds, locking doors 

creating blockades. 

- Ms. Schmidt noted that these drills can be a traumatic experience for our 

students, 

but wanted parents to know that our counselors are always on hand for 

students.  

19.  Ms. Schmidt opened the floor for questions. 

- Kelly English asked about our procedure for this drill 

- Ms. Schmidt responded that through in-depth conversations and direction 

from District Office Administration and the Safe & Supportive Schools 

Director regarding we decided on doing an enhanced lockdown drill. 

- Teachers then reviewed with students the details of what this drill would 

entail; securing windows, locking doors, creating blockades, learning 

about distracting the attacker if needed. 

- Once the students and staff heard the alarm and instruction over the PA 

system, to begin the drill, they then set in motion the processes as 

instructed. 

- Staff members then walked throughout the building to assess the Security 

of the classrooms. 

- The total time from the beginning of the instruction to the end of the drill 

was 27 minutes.  

- Kelly English then asked if the Safe & Supportive School Director puts 

Information on social media and if we have someone who monitors 

social media, especially if comments/threats are made. 
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- Ms. Schmidt responded that our Director of Communications, Sarah 

Karpel monitors Facebook and other social media outlets.  We also have 

a Safe to Say app for anyone to report such things.  This is then addressed 

at the building level first and then escalated if needed. 

- Ms. Schmidt then asked if there were any other questions. 

- Eric Callahan wanted to know that since parents weren’t present for these 

drills, how do the students respond? 

- Ms. Schmidt said that since most of the students have been through these 

drills for so long, for the most part, it has become a normal process for 

them. 

- Eric Callahan then made a comment on the angst of parents, especially 

considering the more recent shootings.  He also mentioned that recently 

he had been out walking in the morning around the school property and 

was approached by a police officer and asked why he was walking 

around the school.  It was reported to the officer by concerned school 

staff. 

- Misty Tennison then commented that she has a senior student and this 

was the first of her children to attend a public school and feels unsettled; 

however, after hearing Mr. Callahan’s story, this made her feel more at 

ease.  She asked if we have a police officer on duty at our school. 

- Ms. Schmidt responded that we do have a police officer on duty at the 

high school as the K-12 School Resource Officer for the district.  Officer 

Kessler has a physical presence in the hallways, so that she can build a 

solid relationship with our students as human beings as well an officer. 

20. Ms. Schmidt asked if there were any other closing comments. 

- There weren’t any 

- Ms. Schmidt informed parents that they are welcome to reach out to the 

Administration and our counselors at any time. 

21. Ms. Schmidt concluded the meeting. 

22. The next BAT Meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, December 7th at 1:15 P.M. 

 

Meeting dismissed at 8:53 A.M. 

 

Minutes Prepared by: Donna Gordner, Administrative Assistant to the Principal 


